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Question Usually Asked…Question Usually Asked…

How does knowledge in mathematics transfer to 
problem solving in physics?

2

Can problem solving in physics affect learning in 
mathematics?

MathematicsMathematics PhysicsPhysicsDoes it Transfer?Does it Transfer?

Question NOT Usually Asked…Question NOT Usually Asked…

Does it transfer back?Does it transfer back?

2
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Theoretical FrameworkTheoretical Framework

� ‘Concept Projection’

� Combination of resources & strategies

� Used to identify & apply a concept

� Depends upon the context

� Conceptual understanding involves…

� several concept projections, 

� each supported by a many shared resources

(diSessa & Wagner, 2005; Wagner, 2010)(diSessa & Wagner, 2005; Wagner, 2010) 3

Theoretical FrameworkTheoretical Framework

(diSessa & Wagner, 2005; Wagner, 2010)(diSessa & Wagner, 2005; Wagner, 2010)

Concept AConcept A Concept BConcept B

ResourceResource ResourceResource ResourceResource ResourceResource

Concept Concept 
Projection Projection 

A1A1

Concept Concept 
Projection Projection 

A2A2

Context 1Context 1 Context 2Context 2
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Theoretical Framework: ExampleTheoretical Framework: Example

(diSessa & Wagner, 2005; Wagner, 2010)(diSessa & Wagner, 2005; Wagner, 2010)

IntegrationIntegration DifferentiationDifferentiation

ResourceResource AddingAdding ResourceResource ResourceResource

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

AccumulationAccumulation/ / 

Superposition Superposition 

Varying ForceVarying Force Varying Resistivity
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Research Question

To what extent are students able to develop 
concept projections of integration spanning …

� ‘area under curve’ and 

� ‘accumulation/superposition’ 

as they progress through two semesters 
of a calculus-based physics course?

6
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n=15 Engin. majors n=15 Engin. majors 

Data Collection  Data Collection  

� Teaching Interviews1

� Students solved problems

� Numerical → Graphical → Equational

� Hints provided to facilitate students’ problem solving

n=20 Engin. majorsn=20 Engin. majors

11stst Semester CalcSemester Calc--Based PhysicsBased Physics

22ndnd Semester CalcSemester Calc--Based PhysicsBased Physics

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

(e.g. (e.g. Hershkowitz, Schwarz, & Dreyfus, 2001)) 7

Type of Analysis

� Case Study of a ‘typical’ student – Sam.

� Transcript analyzed over several interviews.

� Focus on integration in various contexts.

8
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Level of AnalysisLevel of Analysis
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Integration

Resource Resource Resource ResourceResource

Level of AnalysisLevel of Analysis

1st semester

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

SpringSpring
ForceForce

Varying Varying 
FrictionFriction

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

AccumuAccumu--
lation lation 

Varying 
Resistivity

2nd semester

Arc of
Charge

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

Context: Spring Force Context: Spring Force 

� 1st Semester : Interview 2Interview 2

A 0.1 kg bullet is loaded into a gun 
(muzzle length 0.5 m) compressing a 
spring as shown.  The gun is then tilted 
at an angle of 30°and fired

What is the muzzle velocity of the bullet as it leaves the gun, when What is the muzzle velocity of the bullet as it leaves the gun, when 
the gun is fired at the 30the gun is fired at the 30°°angle as shown above?angle as shown above?

10

The only information you are given about 
the gun is that the barrel of the gun is 
frictionless and when the gun is held 
horizontally, the net force F (N) exerted on a 
bullet by the spring as it leaves the fully 
compressed position varies as a function of 
its position x (m) in the barrel as shown in 
the graph below.

Correct SolutionCorrect Solution
Work by Spring = Total Energy at Muzzle
Area under graph = KE + PE

= ½ mvv2 + mgh

hh
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Context: Spring Force Context: Spring Force 

� 1st Semester : Interview 2Interview 2
� Sam found ‘k’ from slope & ‘x’ from intercept; used ½ kx2 to get work

� Interviewer probed student further…

11

I: Can you think of a way to find work done without knowing ‘k ‘and ‘x’?
S: I don’t know.
I: What information can you extract from this graph of F vs. x?
S: Spring constant … I don’t know … maybe the work.
I: How can you calculate work from this graph?
S: It’s force times distance.
I: What value of force do you use?
S: I assume 1000 N.
I: Is the force 1000 N all the way?
S: … No.
I: So what should you do?
S: You have to integrate it through.
I: What does that integration mean on this graph?
S: It’s the area under the curve thing.

Context: Varying Friction Context: Varying Friction 

� 1st Semester : Interview 4Interview 4

A sphere radius r = 1 cm and mass m = 2 kg is rolling at an initial speed vi

of 5 m/s along a track as shown.  It hits a curved section (radius R = 1.0 m) 
and is launched vertically at point A. The rolling friction on the straight 
section is negligible. The magnitude of the rolling friction force on the 
curved section varies as angle θ as per the graph shown below.

What is the launch speed of the What is the launch speed of the 
sphere as it leaves point A?sphere as it leaves point A?
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Magnitude of Rolling Friction Force
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Correct SolutionCorrect Solution
Final KE         – Initial KE         =    Work Done

(½mvf
2 + ½Iωf

2)  – (½mvi
2 + ½Iωi

2)  =    Wgravity +   WFriction

=   ( - mgR)   + (-Area)(Rππππ/180)
ωf = vf/r

ωi = vi/r

R
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Context: Varying Friction Context: Varying Friction 

� 1st Semester : Interview 4 Interview 4 
� Sam had solved a previous problem without friction.

� Interviewer asked about this problem…

13

I: How is this problem similar or 
different from the previous problem?

S: Same principles applied. All the values 
are the same except … you are given 
a graph to find the work done by 
friction.

I: How do you find that?

S: … I need to figure out how to do the 
integral.

I: How do you figure that?

S: … I will need to find the area under 
this graph.

Magnitude of Rolling Friction Force
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Summary: 1st Semester

� At first, recognize integral 

as ‘area under graph’, with 
some prompting.

� Later, able to use this 
concept projection in other 
contexts.

� Scaffolding needed to 
facilitate handling 
subtlety with scaling.

14

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

Varying FrictionVarying FrictionSpring ForceSpring Force
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INTEGRATIONINTEGRATION

Area under Area under 
curvecurve
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Context: Arc of Charge Context: Arc of Charge 

� 2nd Semester : Interview 1Interview 1

You are standing at the center of the arch 
as in problem 1 in a stormy day. There are 
negatively charged clouds over the arch. 
The charge distribution on the arch now 
depends on the angle θ as per one of the 

graphs shown 

Find the magnitude and direction of the electric field at your feet (i.e. at point Find the magnitude and direction of the electric field at your feet (i.e. at point 
O on the ground directly below the top of the arch).O on the ground directly below the top of the arch).
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θ

λcos θ vs. θ

θ

λ vs. θ

θ

λsin θ vs. θ

Correct SolutionCorrect Solution
Electric Field = superposition of electric field  due to 
small charge segments

Horizontal components cancel, only vertical components
So in fact  
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Context: Arc of Charge Context: Arc of Charge 

� 2nd Semester : Interview 1Interview 1
� Based on previous problems, Sam set up:

� Interviewer probed further… 
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S:  I’m not exactly sure how you do this integral.

I:  You have that integral containing lambda. 
What is lambda a function of?

S:  I’m not sure.

I:  You just have the graph of lambda versus 
theta.

S:  Right.

I:  So what should you do in case you have a 
graph … to calculate integral?

S: You can just find the area instead.

I:  What area?

S: The area under the curve.

/ 2

0 / 2

1
cos

4
E d

R

π

π

λ θ θ
πε

−

= ∫

I: You have several graphs…which do you 
choose to find the area under?

S: You better do it under the λcosθ versus 

θ.

I: How do you know you should use that 
graph?

S: Just assuming that because we’re using 
cosθ in the integral.

I: Do you mean that because you see the 
cosine in the integral so you should use 
the graph concerning cosθ?

S: That’s what I thought. 

θ

λcos θ vs. θ
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Context: Varying Resistivity Context: Varying Resistivity 

� 2nd Semester : Interview 2Interview 2

Problem 2Problem 2: 
Find the resistance of a cylindrical conductor of length L, 
diameter D. The resistivity ρ(x) is changing along the conductor 
as per the following function. 

where x is the distance from the left end of the conductor
17

D

LO
x

xx  αρ =)(

Correct SolutionCorrect Solution
Total Resistance = Superposition of Resistance dR provided by thin slices 

of the resistor of length dx

Slice which is distance x from left end  provides

Total Resistance =   

dxdx

( )
4/4/

22
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S: Do I need to set up an integral for this one?

I: Integral of what?

S: I’m not sure … I guess …

I: What’s the meaning of integral?

S: Integral is ... the area under the curve whenever you figure out the 
graph ...

I: Okay, but what is the geometric meaning of integral?

S: I don’t know how to explain geometric meaning of integral.

I: Taking integral means you chop the resistor into thin slices, 
calculate the resistance of each slice and then add up the resistance 
of all slices.

S: Yeah.

I: So what is the resistance of each slice whose length is dx?

S: ... Do I use this equation [writes equation ] with the new ρ plugged in? 

But your length wouldn't be the same, would it?

I: Now you just look at a thin resistor and not the whole thing, so the length 
is not L, but just dx.  How would you write the resistance for that?

S: Like the integral?

I: What is the resistance dR of just this little resistor?

S: Okay, [writes equation]

I:  Yes, this is the resistance of a thin resistor.  Now you want to have the 
resistance of the whole thing, so … what do you need to do?

S: You need to do the integral then, from 0 to the length of the cylinder. 
[writes integral]

Context: Changing Resistivity Context: Changing Resistivity 

� 2nd Semester : Interview 2 Interview 2 
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Summary: 2Summary: 2ndnd SemesterSemester

� Scaffolding needed to 
recognize ‘area under 
graph’ concept projection of 
integration.

� When required to choose 
appropriate graph,  resort to 
matching integrand with 
function plotted.

� Significant difficulty using 
the ‘accumulation’ concept 
projection of integration.

� ‘Area under graph’ concept 
projection’ may be barrier to 
learning the ‘accumulation’ 
concept projection.

19

Area under Area under 
graphgraph

Varying Varying 
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Overall SummaryOverall Summary
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IntegrationIntegration

1st semester

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

SpringSpring
ForceForce

Varying Varying 
FrictionFriction

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

AccumuAccumu--
lation lation 

Varying 
Resistivity

2nd semester

Arc of
Charge

Area under Area under 
curvecurve

���� ����
Little 

difficulty, 
minimal 

scaffolding

����

����

Little 
difficulty, 

Scaffolding 
needed for 
subtleties

Scaffolding 
needed to 
recognize 

applicability 
of concept 
projection

����

���� ���� ����

Significant 
difficulty in 
recognizing 

concept 
projection 
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Conclusion

Sam (and others in our cohort) have…

� Little difficulty with concept projection of integration as 
‘area under curve’.

� Productively used this concept projection in a number of 
different contexts

� Needed scaffolding for dealing with subtleties e.g. rescaling 
and activating concept projection in novel contexts 

� Significant difficulty with concept projection of integration as 
‘accumulation/superposition’

� Showed evidence that activation of integration as ‘area under 
curve’ projection may impede ‘accumulation/superposition’ 

Implications for Instruction

As physics teachersphysics teachers we should …

� facilitate our students’ to negotiate different meanings 
that a math concept can have in different physics 
contexts.

� gain insights into how our students’ learning and 
problems solving in one physics topic may affect their 
ability to use math concepts in a different topic.
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Implications for Research

As physics education researchersphysics education researchers we should…

� collaborate more often with math education researchers.

� investigate how students’ experiences in physics courses 
may affect how they understand math.

MathematicsMathematics PhysicsPhysicsDoes it Transfer?Does it Transfer?

Does it transfer back?Does it transfer back?

We study this quite a bitWe study this quite a bit
We ought to study this a bit We ought to study this a bit 

more!more!

Thank YouThank You

For further information:For further information:

Sanjay Rebello
srebello@phys.ksu.edu

Elizabeth Gire
egire@phys.ksu.edu

Dong-Hai Nguyen
dong-hai@phys.ksu.edu
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